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“Our charter is to inspire and educate rather 
than promote.  We would rather earn 
credibility than buy it.  The best resources 
for us are word-of-mouth recommendations 
from a friend or favorable comments in the 
press.  We advertise only as a last resort.”   
– Yvon Chouinard, Patagonia 
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Topics 

• PR and your business 

• Working with PR professionals 

• What you can do for yourself 

• Leveraging digital media 
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About Linhart PR 

• National PR and digital 
communications firm 
based in Denver/Boulder 

• Deep experience in  
better-for-you foods and 
sustainability 

• Led by veterans of 
respected global PR 
firms and Fortune Most 
Admired companies 

• Selected as 2012 top 
U.S. PR firm of our size 
by PR Week 
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PR and Your Business 

PR is a part of the marketing mix that can: 

• Boost your visibility 

• Build your reputation 

• Engage with current and prospective customers 

• Drive traffic to your website 

• Make deposits to your “Trust Bank” 
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PR is more than just publicity,  

but publicity Is where we’ll focus today 



Working with PR Professionals 
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PR Professionals: What They Do 

• Expertise in the process 

• An independent point of view 

• Knowledge of the natural products marketplace 

• Relationships with media and key opinion leaders 

• Ability to focus on getting the tasks done 
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PR Professionals: What It Takes 
to Work with Them 

• $100 -- $150 an hour and up 

– Could be several thousand dollars in a month 

• Clear direction on what you want to accomplish 

• A realistic sense of what’s possible 

• The ability and willingness to engage, in order to help 
tell your own story to the press 
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What You Can Do for Yourself 
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Stand for Something 

• Start with your mission – why your product and your 
company exists 

• Make your mission the foundation of your marketing 
(and media) message 

• View the purpose of your publicity efforts not only as 
gaining exposure for your product – but as educating 
and inspiring 

• Advocacy as marketing 
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“Whatever its internal confusions, I believe 

every consumer products company has 

enormous education potential.  It's just a 

question of what you want to teach and 

how seriously you want to take it."  

– Gary Hirshberg, Stonyfield 
 



Know Your Target Audience 
and Where to Find them 

• Who are the people who are going to buy your product? 

– Consumers 

– Retail buyers/category or department managers 

• What are their media consumption patterns? 

– What publications do they read? 

– What websites do they visit? 

– Where do they live on social media? 

– What events do they attend? 
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Become an avid consumer of the media  

your target audiences consume 



Fit Your Product into Stories 
They Already Are Telling 

• If you want a story focused solely on your product, 
where you control the message, buy an ad 

• Media gatekeepers must be persuaded to include your 
product in coverage based on audience relevance 

• You are competing for attention in a shrinking space 

• Paths to product publicity 

– Trend stories, e.g., slow food, healthy aging, locavorism 

– Interesting entrepreneurs/against the odds 

– Hot new categories 

– Gift guides 

– Seasonal, e.g., cold and flu season 
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Research Editorial Calendars 
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Get Your Messages  
and Materials Ready 

• Key messages about your product and what makes it 
interesting 

• Fact sheet with key facts and figures 

• Bio on you  

• Digital images to help tell the story 

• Media “pitches”: email text, phone script for follow-up 
calls 
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Sample Blogger Email Pitch 
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Ultimate PR Advice for Entrepreneurs:  
Focus on Doing One or Two Things Well 
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Digital Media 

• “Owned” communication channels, vs. paid or “earned” 

• You control the message – no filter 

• Greater potential for engagement with consumers: 
dialogue, not monologue 
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Digital Media Tips 

• Make sure your website is functional and up-to-date 

• Explore free online SEO tools like SEOmoz.org – see the 
list at socialseo.com 

• Don’t overlook the potential of email as a powerful 
digital marketing tool – build a list and use it wisely 

• Establish and own your social media channels – those 
that are most relevant to you 

• Focus on building a genuine, engaging presence on one 
or two platforms – don’t chase shiny objects 
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Thank You 

Questions? 


